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ABSTRACT

This essay is concerned i4th a ,central problem or issue in higher
education administration:

,pauaged?

How should higher educins enterprises be.

On what beef's and im what manner should decisions affecting

the operation of institutions of higher education be made?

The first

section estatliihes the context for the essay by indicating the pres-.
sures impelling reform of the decision-making processes in higher
education.

The second section presents a caveat concerning a commonly
,

1

employed distinction between different classes of educatibnal decisigns.
x),4

The third section explicates the central features.1 of rwcifomanagement

reform movements.' The .concluding section develops a philosophical base

for the evaluation,of the competing reform movements and carries out
the evaluation.

MM.

1

G REFORM

External Forces for Ac

Higher education institutions,

in America have been 2icouniable

e founding of Harvard College in
H.

1636.

A boird of visitors periodica

esome variety-of on-;site

inspections of the operations of the

lege..

Yet today 'accountability'
_

is one of the central terms in the

.

.

bUlary of those contributing to

the l %terature about higher educati

Why is 'accountability' now such

a central concept a

Largely because,a complei web of

of such concern ?

circumstances and events have made the general public, those reseonsible
for appropriating'public funds and the consumers, of lighereducation seres sena

ive to cost-benefit issues.

Between t963 and103 the federal budget doubled.

(Wildaysky, 1974)

State appropriations for higher education operating expenses have'increased
.

83.percent over the last ten years.'

(Coughlin, p. 9)

Diming the 1960's

enrollments more than doubled while educational costs tripldd.
Foundation, p..20)

(Ford

The pagnitude of thS dollar increase might give the

impresiion that the student would be in a financially advantageous position.

But by 1971, 57 peicentof higher education operating expenses

6

were borne by students and their families.

(CED)

Another facet contributing to the centrality of the concept 'account.-

ability' relates to the perceptions of thportance of higher education

'Though the percentage of state budgets going to higher education
has diminished. According to Millard (p. 48) the percentage of state
revenues, to higher education.was 33.49 in 1969 and 48.90 in 1973:

3

to Imilividoals and to society.

The relationship of a colle0e education

imerseemA iifeotime earniggs and soe.Ml mobility.mas.an axiom of. the post
I/ erM in the United States.

The late i950's and early 1960's push to

technologically match the .Soviet's satellite and spice exploration cepa-

bility embeded the premise of the importance of higher education to the
national well-being.

Rosenzweig points out that the Perception of social
h.._

0

importance sufficient to require applOPriated funds opens the .door to
questioning by public bodies, citizens and highgt education consumIrs,

regardidgthe degree to which the amounts promote approved or acceptable
In the words of John Miillett:

aims.

"When higher education beeame

socially important [it] became affluent, and now that [it is] affluent,
_00

asked to Justify [1t3 economic status.

[it

As colleges and univer -

sities ask for increased government' support they can expect more queitiims

about the effectivenees and efficiecy of these costs." (1977, p. 380)
Millett focuses on the implications oillichanging societal attitudes
for institutional autonomy and in the process highlights 'accountability'
theism.

Changing social attitudes are held to be responsible-for

reorganization efforts (tied to reforms of the decision-making process)
that threaten institutional autonomy.

Two basic conditions are citd:

"Fi#st, is society's doubt about the usefulness of higher education in
the next decade.

Second, is society's doubt about the cost of higher

education." (1977, p. 3 6 )

i

Thus, those conducting the affairs of American

institutions of higher educati

are being impelled to improve the

4.1440

' t.

, .

efficiency; and effectiireeekS2 of current operations-undli'Imuch closer

scrutiny 'than in thmdecadOof the 1960's,

(See also, Folger and Staats.)

.

One of the ker.influences contributipg totheottitude of doubt
regarding the Importance of higher education add the cost

.higher educa-

tion is the declining "marketability" of a college_ degreo. _Caroline Bird
0
lags expressed end popularized much-of the thinkiaealong thee* lines in
.

her book The Case Agihnst College.

Though there is such to criticize and

argue with in her freatment of the subject

Ar

he

higklight the fact that

in an economic cost 4enefit analTsis the case. for a college education is
weaker now than in the past. two decades.3. More 'scholarly approaches sup,

porting Bird's conclusion are token by -Richard Freeman andttephen Dreich.4

Student unrest during the late 1960's is seen by McNeil to hake

vinced government officials that the members of the higher eduation'cor
Brien states that these events

munity could nbt keep their house in order.
prompted many to adopt the view that:
,

"What is needed to bring both budgets

and students. in tine...is a healthy slugof good old-fashioned authoritarian management_discipline... ." (p. 2)

Thus oTersight functions have

increased an4 more close attention to-administrative matters ie being paid.
42proved management became a central concern.

2These concepts draw their meaning from the conceptual framework of
Refer
the rational/analytic management approach to .be explicated later.
also to. the Morgan paper.
3

Howard Bowen's Investment in Learning evaluates higher
costs and benefits in a broader context with much After

tion
clusions.

4Th e argument however assumes that the prime purpose of a college'
depot is seen to be' certification for employment.
41.

h

Millett highlights the impect of some "positive" social concerns on
4

public pressure for higher education reform.

He notes that there is:

...a dlijunction between sotill Akpectation about and
actual perf#rmance within Ulghe, education. There has
been somedouht°that faculties were cultivating useful
knowledge,-were concerneW'about civic virtue, were promoting the application of.knqwledge to current prmblems,
and were maintaining meritocratic standards of academic
'achievement.
(1975, p. 384)
At the turn of the dedade one centr:1 Concern on the minds of those
concerned for higher education was the impending sense of a financial
crisis. 4. Bowen reports that two of the six special studies of the pio-

bless of financing of this period emphasized improved management tech,

niques as a route to greater efficiency. (1974, p..19)

Thus the fiscal

worries beginning fn the late 1960's provided impeqs to the management
reform novement.

Internal Fortes for Participation:
/
nunity colleges that:

Richardson wrote concerning co:-

It is very possible that the human relationships which
prevail today among students'-,. faculty, administrators
and trustees."..have.never been less promising. The
uneasy equilibrium which' all social institutions seek
to maintain has been disturbed.
...energies...seem to.

be expended in internal conflict rather than being
direct toward the objectives for which our institutions xist.
(1971, p. ;0)What is the cause of this nadir?

According to Griffiths it is the simple

fact that people do not want to be governed. '-In Richardson, Bolcker and.
Bender's view:
.

The time ha* come when we must persuade ourselves that
the real culprit is not an irresponsible studemt,a dis-.
,loyal faculty member, an authoritarian administrator, or

5The Omit and Jellema'documente are classics of the period.

6

must begin to understand that
a meddling trustee.
is an outmoded view' of human
the basis of our prob
us to define roles in such a
behavior which has
way as to exclude students and faculty from the satis(p. 80)
faction of their higher -level needs.
Greater participation in the declaim -making processes is being demanded
by those affected.

Generation of Two Reform Movements:
sures has created a management crisis.

The influence of these press?

The first set of Oressuresigen-

crates the reform movement advocating analytical miquagement, and the
second set,) the reform movement advocating anthrocentric management:.

k
1

S

e

OM THEACUST16CE OF DISTINCT CLASSES OF EDOCATIOMAL DECISIONS
.-

In the discussion that-follows it will:be found that several

/
.

tinctionsemplpyed in the literature on decision- caking fn higher odtscili:'

2tion prove to be less than clear cut.

While there is an 'intuitive or

caosi-sense appealto-such distinctions (is between polidicision/
4

4

.

-implementation decisions and between decision-making processes/decisionmalOng-structures) there prove to be significant interrelations cutting
across the lines.

These crosses are such that it tinsel the use of the

distinctions becomes obfuscating rather than clarifying-.

Process and

strdtture interrelations will be dealt with in subsevimpt sections.

It

remains the task of this section to. address the distinction between policy
.

.

'decisions and implementation decisions. de
.,

.

.

.
.

.

Millett draws a, distinction between governance and management:

Governance has to do with making decisions about
essential issues of purpose, program,and resources-The function of management is to plan, in accoraance
with thpser_governance decisions, and then to act on
-them...

.

(1977, 'pp. 2-3)

This separates.decisions about what is to be doneor achieved from decisions

-

8
moo..

about. how the objectives aie'to be achieved.6

,

Typically there is.heleto

.

be a "divibion of laborl corresponding to these two -tapes of deciaioppmaking.

governing bodies are responhiblefor setting the directions (the.

policies) with varying degrees of involvement from institutional conI

stituencies.

Administration, with varying degrees of involveient from

.

:

plan

institutional constituencies, is responsible for the
.

through the activities of.the other constituencies, fer thi achieve--

and

AP
sent of tie goals.

..

The distinction is susnecttowever because how something is done

_

.

determinee\the "what will'be attained" of,the activity.

.

Thus mOnagement

decisions are'not without policy- or governance implications .7

Herbert

6Corsen defines 'goVernance' in a more all-encompasaing way tollar.

might at first glance appr not to involve this separation, and the difHe asserts that:
ficulties that go with it.
..,when I use the term...I am talking about the proceases by whichdecisLonsare,arrived at, who partici-s
pates id these processes, the structure that relates
these individuals, and the effort that is made NAor
should be made) to aee to it that decisions once made
.are carried out, aid to assess the resultsthat are
achieved., (p. 20)\

Andize that significant decisions
to fa
This definition appe
ng ouPactivities. He makes it
-are involved in plan
sound like decisions are made then we act. We ,never stop deciding, or
Doing is regulated
'
at leant never should stop, the dec1sion process.
behavior and regulation requires an ongoing decision process.
P

/This is one t on facultieelre often "on administrators'. backs."
lty interference with clearly
The administrators view this as f
venture that more often than
administrative functions: But,
perception of policy implicanot, faculty concernis motivated
tions of the'proledures of implement

A

46-
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Siena states:
-

-

..seeing that decisions are executed is sgAin decisionLuskin& activity: A broad policy detisionl.reates a hew
condition for the organizationaivexecuiives twit calls
for the design and choice of a course of ectiqn for
Eraeiutimg,policy, then, is
executing the
indistinguishable from making moredetailediralicy.
(1960, pp. 3-4)
Let it suffice to say for now that the distiraction between means (how'

a

4

procedures) and ends (what determinations) often fails to be an illuminating one. 8

a.

/I

41,

8Sharples, drawing an the work of StufflAbeam, maintaiqs

.

tji

...all' educational decisiOns'may he classified af,one
of four types: 1. Policy planning decisions to
determine goals grid objectives.. 2. Implementing
planning decisions for the design of intendeffproOperational decisions to utilize,
cedures. 3.
ton&qA/and refine procedures. 4. Evaluating
Ps.
decisions to assess andreact tq the degree of
(p.'58)
consumer satisfaction.

This more finely greinefteet of distinctions does not avoid the problems
mentioned: the-categories are interrelated in suchilosiry that a division
of labor based upon these Astinc4ons could not be neatly performed.
In fact Sharpies argues that, in the case of classes 1,1, 4, the application of analytical techniques will fail because they assume too great a
partitioning.

4
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TWO MAIRAGEMEr REFORM MO

In response to the-dels artsing from the_context described fn
the. first section, something of a "euumgemtdot movement" 'has developed.

-

The "management movement" conakets of those individuals who advocate.
tkiii, in order for

.

hose conducting the affairs of institutions of

higher educati& to euecessfully alit to' the social pressures and fin':
ancial exigencies of the era, -there ?lust be refori,of decision-caking

,

a

processes an

structures.

Advocates of refore focus primaril on the

.

issue of decision,-paking processes.
.

There 4te.those who advance the

,

vie!erthat decision-makirig must be reformed in to direciihn:ofincreasing
.

-

the rationality and empirical base of detWon-making. 'These are others
who Advance thd view that decision-mating procesies must-be reformed in
-0!

/

!viedirect

of enhancing the balance between the needs of individuals
.

.

conducti g, and influenced by, educational enterprises and the demands'
of successful enterprise.

The balance is held to be enhanced through

extending .partatipation in decigion-eaking.

There are significant inteprelationships between these proposals
regarding decision-making processes and dec

ion-making structures.

Rmtion-

.

alization of decision-making prdlesses
centralization.
4

as advocated; tends to p

While enhancing participation in decision-making t nds

tcpromote decentralization.
The Analytical Management Movement:

intionalization bf organiza-'

*tlanal decision-making proceskes jos been promoted f?om the first quarter
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Rationalization b

*tional decision-making proceskes jos been promoted ffom the

a
-4.

of the twentieth century..

pgring this period)thesociological theoty of

the formal organizatiOn was developed.: Max Weber was the4central cOntri-.
,

Amtor to the deveiopient of this model:_ His, term for formal organizations
,

with.special administrative staff to Control andlkobtdinate participants
.

and activities was 'bureaucracy.'

.1'

organization.

A bureaucraiy is ...first, a formai.%

to *Kee:

Accordi

t

.

,
.

.

.

Fbrmal:org izationa ye cOnstructed for f/he,pursuit of rel ively Specific objeCtiveso- It is
goal specificity that iakei possible for organi-rations to build a rational' structure':
that is,
One in,which 41ctivities:are opYanized so as to

.

J.

lead efficiently to a preViously defined goal.

..

(p. 149)

Bureaucratic organizations go further thinithis. They employ. the fa-.

lowinf°0wacteristics:

r

Each person...occupies an office,
ich exists
as an'explicit definition of duties and functions
separate from the perion vho.holds the office.'
offices, not
among persons, hence....impersonal... .
...The
spir1t. ;.is one of detachment and distance,
enhxdcing the capacity to rendekidtional and
objective judgements... .
...norms are spelled out...in .written'and
codified form, in quite explicit sets of rules and
r
regulations.
4
...a high degree of specialization of functioni
and areas of technical competence.
...selection
of personnel is-made in terms of technical and
professional qualifications.
(p. 152)

-

.

Websr.held that the bureaucratic form of organization hadoattechnical
superiority over other forms of organization:

the greatest capacity of

achievement.

9The term 'model' is more nearly correct than the term 'theory'
because a theory is an "abstract descriptive andexplanatory and predictive system of conceptsillkeloped through empirical research and testing,
while a model is 0 certain cases preaCtiptive. Thus 'theory' belongs
more to the world"of science, 'model': more to the world of ideology.
'Model' will be used henceforth.
(See Edwards.)

12

woper was,. along with most other,significent early sociologis

4
4

1.

advocate of 00-itivism.

4

.

Modern life could be improved through the prediid
,

application of scientific rationality based on a firm empiriftpundation6
In fact he held that "...the great modern state is absolutely dependent
upon a bureaucratic basis.

The larger the state, and the more it is or

the more it becomes a great power,state, the more unconditianally'ii this
the case.". (McKee, p. 211)

The bureaucratic organization was "described"

And promoted because of its alleged efficiency.

E4en today books such as

McKee's state that the prime strength of the bureauCratic organization is
its efficiency,

i

.

A 'second seminal contribution to the reitional-analytic.decision,

making movement came not fFam the camp of the sociologists but from the
camp .of the psychologists.

John Dewey was.concerned with human problem.

Solving capabilities. (or the lack of them .10

From a philosophical per-

spective Dewey was interested in the logiof inquiry:
tific method.

that is, scien-

He took scientific method, as he understood it, to be the

paradigm of rational problem solving oricision-Making.

'Braden and

oi

Brandenburg have adapted Dewey's model to organizational and social 46114cy
decibion-making contexts.
1.

2.
3.

'

They list the following steps in the process:

Identify tbe the exact problem.
Define the terms.
Establish standards which any acceptable
solution must meet.

°Dewey is not 'typically discussed as a contributor to the analytical
management movement. Yet his approach seems clearly to be an individuaIIzed version of the organizational model of scientific rationality and
is therefore introduced. Furthermore, criticisms of the Deweyan approach
by Brock bear remarkable similarities to and reinforce the c ;iticisis of
the contemporary analytical management movement.

st
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C

4.

5.

6.
7.

Analyze th problem. (a) What conditions or
situation hdicaces that the problem exists?
(b) What s em to be the ca see of the problem?
e the effects or results of the "
(c) What
problemri(d) What predictions seem-probable
concernin the causes, the'possible symptoms.
and the
fects of this problem in the future?
Examine
e possible solutions.
Select a solution..
(Brock, p. 4)
Put the solution into effect.
,

The contemporary analytical management movemInt is composed of
those individuali advocating any number of management techniques which

go underthe heading of systems approachea.11% According to Corson:.
"The purpose of such techniques...is to assemble inforiation as to each
aspect of an overall operat4on and to place that information...in the
hands of thoie individuals responsible for making decisions. "

(p./145)

Brien indicates the original definition of systems approactie
An inquirpeto aid a decision -maker to choose a
course of action by systematically investigating
his proper objectives; comparing quantitatively
where possible the costs, effectiveness, aid
-.
risks associated with the alternative policies,
or strategies for chieving them, and fotmuternatives if those
lating addition
examined are.found
Ling.
This refits on three
'highly interrelated elements:
(1) a Model or
simulation of the organization's behavior.:
(2) a continuous planning cycle...and (3) a
coordinated "management information system." (p. 3)

r

Lawrence Credits Schmidltein for sketching the paradigm behind all
such techniques.

Underlying the paradigm are certain assumptions.
400

NI

These approaches 4ume that a 6omprehensive list
of objectives can.be determined in advance, that
cause -and- effect relationships can be explicitly
defined, and that value systems can be.systematically and rationally incorporated idto the overall
411
Oa

11PPB(S), Operations Researchlystems Analysis, Cost-Benefit
Analysis, etc.

14

4

decision-making procesq. The...method is to
attack-a problem with a single grand design
that.:spells out where we are going and who
(Lawrence, 1977, p. 15)
AlcmumWhAt.

rpt

.

Hein asserts that any, planning-management system is based on two
assumptions:

'

(1)...that appropriate and workable models can
be developed to predict behavior...and
(2).,.that realistic assumptions can be fed
(p. 2)
into the models.

refinement And
It is apparent that this family of techniques is a
otifirowth of the seminal models developed by Weber and Dewey.

reform
The analytical management approach proposes decision-making
by proposing modifications of the decision-making process.

But the

decision - making process is not independent of decision-making structures.

Thulethe reform's proposed have significant implications for organ/Aitional structures.
,

of
If one can judge from the frequency of citation the degree

relevance of an insight,, then the following expression of enligaight

implications
-regarding the relation between process reforms and structural
is highly significant.

Cheit states:

The theory is well understood by anyone familiar
with organizations. Power goes with information.
As information goes to higher levels in the
organization the power to decide and the prac-,tice of deciding goes there too.12 (1973, pp. 20-

12This insight is as old as the modern idea of knowledge and has a
broaderapplicability than indicated by Cheit. Bacon (1461-1626) was
omega the earliest men to understand-something of the fundamental'
modes of acquiring
nature of oodern science, its departure from medieval
Knowledge of
knowledge, and its implications for controlling nature.
developing
opened
the
gate
to new
the variety the new sciences were
(See Jones.).
paths.to power.

4144"'

/
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In other words, modern analytical management techniques, whic

comprehensive information systems, encouragecentralized\de

employ

ion-making

and thus.. pose a threat to institutional or departmental or c liege;

.

4

alltonOM,0813

Griffiths presents the folgoving characterization of tie education
admiiistration,paradigm:

The paradigm consisted largely of the Getzel-Gu
social systems model, role diary, decision the
bureaucracy, and systems theory.
The theories
held many assumptions in common.4 They assumed
that organizationi have goals that the, members
strive to attain,-that there are role.,
is of
expectations forsembers that are agreed ueon...,.
that decisiowleaking is..a systematic process,
that.only legitimate power is employed, and that
merit is superior to politics. Administration,
orgmnizations, and organizational behavior were
viewed 1121 essentially orderly, and rational.14 (012).
All of these features of systems approaches have implications for
"centralization."

The development of an AnatitutiOn-Wide simulation
el

.

model (or system-wide) for use in 'e coniralibils-.01anning cycle, requires

the involvement of persons with an institution-wide perspective who can
.

continually devote their attention to institution -wide issues and future
concerns.

Top administration is the only group with these requisite

characteristics... It has been reiterated in the literature that the infor-

mation systes home in the'formal organization be at the level of the primary users to insure its proper establishment anitjunction. .Thus, in
order for these analytical management techniques to function, information.

13See also HarcleroXd and Millerd.
14It can be correctly inferred from Griffiths use of the past tense
that he no longer believes this td be the appropriate or workable paradigm
for educational administration.

16,
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must flow to a center high in the organizational structure.

Decisions

are then reached on the basis of the analysis from this point in th
organizational structure.
The Anthrocestric Management Movement:

Bender and Richardson. note
0

that a tradi;ional definition of management ---getting things done through
Plo

other people---employs a notion "of manipulation which is repugnant to
the educator... ." (p. 14)

They repor, that an increasing acceptance

among community college administrators of a definition of management with="--

out this feature:

that of the _American Managmeent Association.

This

association defines 'management' as:
Guiding human and physical resources into dynamic
organizational units that attain their objectives
to the satisfaction of those served and with a ',
high degree of morale and sense of attainment on
the part'of those rendering the service. (p. 14)
This definition has ties to both management reform movements discussed
previogply.

The tie to the former is through the concept of:Objectival.'

The tie to the latter is through the concepts of 'morale' and 'sense of
attainment.'

Bender and Richardson analyze the motivation theories of

Maslow and Herzberg and the related theories of McGregor, Blake and Mouton,
Raddin and Likert.

The conclusion drawn is that the, higher level needs ---

needs for achievement, recognition and responsibility -- -are the primary

source of motivation for those engaged in higher education enterprises.
It is the contention of Bender and Ricebsdson that:
Opportunities for individuals to participate in
the determination and evaluatiOn of their work
tasks, whether students, faculty or administra tion, will foster greater intrinsic motivation.
(p. 19)

A

1

As was alluded to in the initial section these authors beli
feelings of alienation and estrangement on the part of faculty

et

1
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students has led to challenges pi decision-making structures and processes.

They believe

Diet this alienation generates dissatisfaction among these

constituencies which'prOuces conflict with the adisigistration.

The net

result is that vital energies are ibsOrbed vhichshould bo\hhenneled into
prOmoting institutional ails.

:
(RiChardson; 1971, p.. 20) articipation.

in decision-making is proposed as the key to channelling Chord energies
back into the "system."

This would have the dual effect of contributing

to institutional efficiency and effectiveness and generating positive
motivation as opposed to negative motivation.
a

"Participation" has not been as burning an issue in four-year colleges'
and universities when compared to the community colleges.

The fundamental

reason for this is that the traditioni of disciplinary autonomy are much
stronger in the four-year institutions and the fact that the community
colleges developed on the secondary school model.

But the threats to

institutional autonomy now highly discussed draw support from the participatory pr9ponents as well as from arguments based on traditional, grounds
of academic freedom.

Harcleroad adds further fuel to the decentralization

theme by citing evidence from business and industry that decentralild
operations hfve empirically been found to be highly efficient and effective.

Wbither this is s consequence of 0 heightened positive motiva-

tion generated by the "participatory" structure is an open question.

0

lip
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CRITIQUE OF THE ANALYTICAL MANAGEMENT REFORM MOVEMENT
GI

ObJecqon to Implications About Structure and Reply:

1

In the last

section it was argued that analytical approaches, and the carpreheesive
information systems which are a core ingredient, foster centralized
focusing of the institution-wide plaolLing and decisionemaking functions.

BOCSUSG, only from the vantage point of "tree-top" centers can
institution-wide issues and problems be dealt with.

This gives khe

,impression that analytical approaches necessarily make top-level administration the decision-makers and thus,move decision- making sway frod lover
organizational centers and deprive individuals at lower levels of decision-.

making functions; and deprive the organization of this level of vital
input.

This implication does not hold.

It is entirely possible that

lover ifvel personnel are brought up to the "tree-top" to be involved in
the decision-making regarding their areas.

Thus it is true thatdecision4

would come to be made from the "tree-top" point in thJ6ergenization but
not necessarily true that this Is done in a way that negates
pation of the lover -level personnel.

le

partici-

Nevertheless, several factors come

to bear to reduce the likelihood of this possiEllity to near zero.

First,

those in the "tree-top" centers will have acquired an in-depth familiarity

(
with the Information base for the decisions.

They will consider them-

selves experts who think aboit these matters full-time.

When bier -level

persoliftel are brought in they would be viewed as inclivtduals lith narrow

perspectives and argued down consistently. -,Secondly, indlvidutunit pro-

/

bless would rarely be 4 decision- making concern in isolatAti from other

20
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-)

sit as cpmponents.

Individuld unit personnel would resent having to

extend their interest into areas which are of\

concernito aeir primary

Thus participatioE7Would not be that effective.

-activities.

1(

,

Decisions

_

wooed tefid to be made, those with the full -time institution-wide per.

spective:

top administration/system administration.
1

1

Dangers Inherent in Centralized Analytical Management:

Increasingly

(

the leave ilif management reform is bound up with psues of coordination
and multi-unit governance structures.

As

consequence of the education

amendments of 1972 every state now has sommof rm of state-wide planning,

11)

coordination or governing body.
and management functio

.

These have various dig'r ii. of oversight

But all serve in some lease to encoutipie

/

accountability to the p

lic which bears increasingly high costs for the

operation of ,educational instituti

Another form systemization takes

is placing.higher education mperations unisi an executive agency of,the
state. 15

Recent proposals on the federal level for a cabinet levig

department of education gives a further inkling of things to come.
_

What appearsto be occurring is the formation of iniermation and
decision-making channels dist from within institutional units to the top
administrative strudture and beyond to the state level and to an increasing
Negree the federal level.

I have

esented several arguments for the b4n-

clusion that these trends are mutu

compatibXe with and draw support

from the anallYtical management movement.

thligher education scholars and practitioners prefer the coordination,
planning or governing board patterns of systemilation over the state agency
form.
As Millard says:
the question is nalonger one of whether to have
oversight and
t
ration but rather thelluestion concerns what kind we
should leave.
S e
enny also.
44=
sis
,....:,_
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-K- Ths'eoalition" just described may function to increase the politictl
influences on higher education and to increase the **Regiment or opera-

eft

..

tional functions of the Bodies or agencies Outside thisinatitutional
.

.

ieve1.16

First, consider the implications firdetrimental political influence
through an example and analysts of implications. ,SEFicklar hai written

about the educational di4si

of the Federal Aviition Administration.

This agency is a feder,Al/executivi agency Out since it was established.by
Congress it receives its direction from both the leg
branches.

lative and executive

One of the functions this agency is\nvolved in is the certi-

f4catinn function.

Regulating Americanaviation involves regulating the

standards for employment in the sector.

But since the agency is a part

of the political system it is subject to political currents which might
(b.

4

not always serve trtly educational functions.

For example, Strickler

16In the Dartmouth v. Woodward cue of 1879 Dan4e1 Webster eloquently
argued for the insulation of higher education instiations from political
%influence. He said:
r

a dangerd4s, a most dangerous txperiment
to hold these instiiutAmns subject to the lase and i
fall of political parties, and the fluctuations of
political opinions.
If the'franchise may be, at any
time, taken away or impaired, the property alio may
be taken ally, or its use perverted'.
Benefactors
will have no certainty of effecting the object of
their
ty; and learned men will be deterred from
devoti
themselves to'the services of such institn.
-tions.. colleges and halls will be deserted by all
better spirits and become a theater for the contentions of OolVics.
It vi U,_

.

Although today's needs for governmental fine ial support does carry with
it legitimate ties to political currents and
terests the essence of
what Webster had to say is still highly'reletv
f
..

le

21,
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...
Aki

.

.

lists three major aims for the agency; a oitizenskip goal, an economic
.

.

Stimulus joal.,...1011.-a socialjustice
justice goal.

I. Jo develop an awareneswin the general public

2.

.k

of the role\of aviation. acid transpottition in
vital: to an informed decision-making citizen.
Tb Motivate parents, educators, industry, and
local, state and federal official % with common
,interests to implement aviation career education...to assure an adequate flow of:..personnel.for aviation /transportation occupations.
To provide opportunities for
rities and
women to select and become q
Pied for
careers in aviation and transportaion. (p. 8)

,Behind these alai is a motive:

to promote aviation.

Kennedy task force, whose report fo

Strickler quotes a

the-basis of F.A.A. direction, as

"observing": "...a pressing need tha

the new technology and its implica-

tions be understood and eppreciated,by'ell Americans if they are to !nr
port and participate in programs designed to exploit this technology for
/

the benefit of society."17
citizenship aim.
tral question:

This quote is related to the

But the italicised portions show bias that begs a cenMaybe an informed cititinry. would choose not to use the

new technologies.
issue.

(pp.'9-10)

One further quote brings out the fmil force of tie

"Underlying it all is the liked for anjelightened electorate

responsive to the de ands of technology .18 (p.

it)

On some peoples' view

an "enlightened electorate" would nrver be responsive to "the demands of

modern technology."
the needs of people.

Rather

t would make modern technology responsive to

The lantbille suggests that some -f the educitional

efforts afe more on the side of propoganda than education.
,

17Italics added.
18 Italics added.

23

That is,,rteach

22%
people to use And be

upportive of'the industry, not critical and evalua\

gh

tive:

directed not directive.

It seems apparent that national interests as defined by Congress
under significant $ressurs from the aviation industry has significant
impact on the educational direction of the.F.A.A.

This is distinguillhed,

.from the %raining dtraction which eight also be,subject to pllitical pres.

sure.

--\Tip sum up this first consideration: there is a danstr in mmucational
.6%

programs being too closely directed by government agencies or bodies.
is important to add this last qualification of lii)dies."

For coordination

Y:..and governing bodies may very well take on more and sore of

istics of government agencies over time.

It

e character-

Thus the lessons learned from

studying the F.A.A. case may give significant clues as to what to expect
down the road.
.

A second "case study" concerns the planning funetion currently

emphasized by the Lderal government.
I view of the planning process.

Phillips presents a very cynical

He indicates that even the very best

planning is always undone by unforeseen circumstances.
case, what is there for planners to do?
out.

What does this involve?

This being the

Patch up plans that.do not work

In Florida where Phillips gained his

experienc,fit amounted to interventitns into institutional operations to
make the whole'system survive.

One might say, along the lines charted by

Cheit, that operations and decision-making follow-planning and information
td the higher levels.

Those lobo have collected the information, developed
.

the plans, and watched circumstances change, then get involved in administering the system out of the crises encountered.

24

And what administrative

,23

expettiie do

planning bodies ha*? All those recOmiendedeby analytical

management propemants:

a data base for a comprithentive info oration sys-

tem, slmul'ation modes -etc.

planning and coordinating bodits are well

set to be administrative centers.

And.sice long-range planning Jr; vir-

lually impossible to'condugt successfully, the tendency will be for
operational functions to increasingly acrue to thise centers.
Epistemological Lisitations of thi'lnalytical Management Appro ach:

White coAdUcted a-research study twdetermine the relevance of formal
decision theory (systems analysis, operations research) to proctical
decision-making.

In the preface to his book he ,ssues the following advice:

Wt all iknow of the expert 'rho can act 'appropriately'

_I

without being able to retrace his thoht process.
This phenomena cannot be ignored.
Formal reasoning,
by hand or by
computer, can be cumbersom,.
It is expensive'in
time, effort and money, an it is by no means certain that a 'well reasoned argument shouldkalways
replace the processes mentioned above.
Thie applies,
in particular, to the popular term 'quanti
ation',

P

kind it must not be supposed that quantific
on, at
any degree of refinement, is necessarily to be
sought after... . (pp. vii -viii)
.

White recognizes that all forte' analytic "tfahniques rest on formal
reasoning:

deductive logic (which encompasses mAthematics).

how peifect the reasonin

No matter

(i.e. formal validity) the outcome (conclusion)
%

may always be Splse.

Th s is because the truth of conclusions in deduct

tive arguments calOnly be guapanteed if the premises are true.
or analyses
toms

those stating

In sys-

he premises amount to two classes of propositibns.

\

First,

«

.

relationships between variables.

Second, thoserstating

10

data regarding variable measures.
from certain.

Both types ofpremises are often far

Thus the analyst must go beyond deductive reasoning to

.

inductive reasoning form the source of models and inputs. But here we run

s

4
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into the fundamental problems of probability and uncertainty

have

.

been the stumbling blocks to, propogendists for science and positivism

iince`ihe time of'DsVid Hume.

Systems-analysis models and in

t daik ere

40

baspd on trend data. Hume_showedMatthere is A fuidamental senile in
0
!t.
which trend data can never be regarded as reliable. 19 .Thus relienda on
the decisions rodused by such techiniqweirriust rest On a rationally.
.

'411,

unfounded faith in 4chititipeNtor technique's sake.

And may, as has !keen
lit

-

.

noted in the liNfature,Iive'an excuse to those An positions of authority
for not facing and coping with,Tigh decisions. ZO
)

-

.

There is no doubt that systemlikelys, techniques are the avant
_

guilldof social./ science.

Butthe svint guard of socialescience belongs

inlithe'resesrch'dmain not in the implementation domain.
Cinter for Higher, Education Management Systems.

ti

and.sfucky and refine.
r

l-

Fund the National

Let them study and refine

In decades the fruits of their labors may provide
AL
Ir

the nectar to sustain weary decision-inaksrs.

But in the meantime there

appears to be little ground for granting implementation level authority
fr credibility to decisions reached on these bases.

Ilk

,A

0
-

.

14I have argued in supOrt of this position at length 4n nThe

Frequency It4erpretation and the Problem pf Induction," unpublished.

.,-/

F.-

.20Dresdt says the use of analytic, il *assonant techniques encourages
"entrepreneurial pseudo-scientInet;" 6f-where there are.important
4
unresolved polity issues thdi must,be addressed in the face of inadequati
t
knowlddge and time, compuyti-analysia makes it easy to cover up the lack
-of knowledge with massive detailed data repqrts. Giving the appeareate
of rationality ie too tempting. (1975. pp.-046-47)
Enarson puts the point.simply4. "Too of5en these n& tools and
techniques
create the illusion of planning asd thus distract us from
a
7facing issues." (p. 174)
mili

.
t
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into

t

,

-..

.

he fundaMental problems of probability and uncertainty filch have

.

.,

I.

been the stumbling blocks to propogeodists forscienCe and positivism
since ihe tail. of David Hume.

Systems" analysis models and in

t date are

.

based on trend data.

Hume.showed,thatthereis

fuidamental senile in

AlLt-

,

which trend data can never be regarded as reliaille.19 ..ThUs reliande on
the decisions rodaced by such -tectitiquelliust rest an a rationally,

unfounded faith in t

or technique's sake.

4%

ti

And may, Is has buses
411

noted in the ligature, give'an excuse to those Ap positions of authority
for not facing, and coping 1.rith'ugh decisions. ZO
)

.

.

There is no doubt that systemlikelys, techniques are the avant
_

Ns

guilldof spas/ science.

But.the evint guard of socialescience belotigs

inIthe'research'domain not in the implementation domain.
Cinter for Higher,Education Management Systems.

4' and.stUdyand refine.

Fund the National.

Let them study and refine

In decades the fruits of their labors may provide
AL
eF

the nectar to sustain weary decision-makers.

But in the meantime there

appears to be little ground for granting implementation level authority
pr credibility to decisions reached on these bases.

14I have argued in suppart of this position at length 4n nThe

Frequency Ti4erpretation and the Problem pf Induction," unpublished.

.2°Dresth says the use of janalytial denagement techniques encourages
"entrepreneurial pseudo-scientImp;" 6-i-where there are.importent
.4
unresolved polity issues thdi must,be addressed in the face of inadequate
knowledge and time, compuytiTanalysie makes it easy to cover up the lack
-of knowledge with massive detailed data re rte. Giving the appearaete
of rationality le too tempting. (1975, pp.-10647)
Emerson puts the point.simply:' "Too often these n& tools and
techniques create the illusion of plannpg aid thus distract us from
7facing issues." (p. 174)
sp
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Philosophical Base for the Assessment of Alternate Management Models: ,
Educational administration must be grounded in a philosophical conception
of education for it is the educational,process administrators administrate.
R. S. Peters has developed

Aong the most thorough and up-to-date philo-

sophical conceptions of education.

His analysis will provide the

philosophical base for the assessments td follow.
There ate two components to Peters' philosophy of education.
firstris metadisciplinary in Frankena's sense.
an analysis of the concept education.

The

Peters presenti and defends

He argues that 'education' is a

tottepEthich "lays down criteria to whickaftivities or processes must
conf9re if they are to be-educational.

jr

(1966, p. 25)

poneneis normative or disciplinary in Frankena's sense.

The second 0721

He develops and

4

argues for the justification of a normative base for educitional activities
and processes which meet the criteria of the conce4t of education,
O

.

1

education can be sum-

The first component of Peters' philosophy o
t

marized briefly.

...the criteria implicit in the central cases
of 'education' are... (i) that 'education'
plies the' transmission of what is worthwhile to those who become committed
to it; (ii) that 'education' must involve
knowledge and understanding and some kind
of cognitive perspective, which are not

4

0

-inert; (iii) that _'education' at 140 rules
!Out some procedures of transmission, On the
grounds that they lack wittingness and
moluntariness.
(1966, p. 45)

441,

The first criteria concerns the."matter" of education, the second the
"cognitive perspective" of education and Ale third the "manner" of educar

Om, (1966, LI

46)

4pf

r4(
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The second component of Peter lphilosophy of education fills out
this, for the most part, normatively neupTal schema.

He charsicterizes

'eation as the initiation or.newcomers into public iorms o

discourse.

The central questions public forms of discouise take shape around are:
why do this rather than that?

What should Ido? Taking this to be the

case leads naturally to conclusions-concerning the matter of education
'(curriculum activities) the cognitive pe

ective of education (being able

toisynthesize diverse elements into a co

ent focus on the central ques-

tions) and the manner of edUCation (procedural-requirements that do not
violate the presuppositioni of multiple Centers of consciousness seriously
asking and seeking answers to the central questions).

Thettentral pro-

.

,4"

cedural values Peters argues for are those of justice; freedom, and
I

respect for persons.

Threats to Embedded Values:

be con

Bowen addresses two key themes that must

d in an analysis of the analytical -management movement.

....planning in the style of business management
',tends to focus on variables-that can be quantified
to'th exclusion of other variables, and it assumes
the presence of a management whiCh has the power
.

of command over the organization. (1977p. 1)

It is his thesis regarding the first theme.tha6-

.

...acadedic planning worth anything will take
into account all the 'benefits whether or not
they are readily quantifiable, and will consider all the costs whether or not:they are
quantifiable. Educators should insist on
looking squarely at the means and the ends in
huMan terms. (1977, pp. 1-2)

4`

This lastpoint, referring to the human dimension, draws support from the
_second management reform movement ,discussed above.
,.

from the writings.of Peters.

It-a4so _draws. support.;

Peters presents argument to the effect that
;11c.

274
the whole manner of considertng educationirpolicy issues by trying to
define aims, goals, and objectives of education, rather than in education .40

isbasedron a conceptual mistake.
cussiod focuses on aims of ed

The salient ',tint is that if the die-

Lion, then the'issue of means comes to

focus on the efficient and effective promotion of the chosen ends.

gamAr--.

This

neglects the fact that values are embedded in the manner in which things

are done.

In

her words, focusing on means/end relations 111* make us

lose sight of a moral dimension of pipe importance.

.

...the model of means to ends is not remotely
appliCable to the transaction that is taking
place. Values,:..are involved in the trailaction; if they were not it would not be called
'education'. Yet they are not end-products or
terminating points of the process. They reside
both in the skills and cultural traditions that
are Passed on and in the procedure for passing
them on. (1973 p. 129)

Part Of the value of education is wrapped up in processes and procedures
which may not be strictly speaking aimed at some-end.
ceptible to cost-benefit analysis in the strict sense.

Nor are they sus::

Nonethelds it

does cost to educate people, and significant,vaiues are promoted.

But

there are no easy or formula based means of cilculating whether education
is worth the price.

As Bowen says:

"...the-principles of production in

higher education are only vaguely known except through tradition, intuition,
and judgement."

p. 3)

mental truth of the matter.

In the final analysis this may be,the funda-

fO

Ben Lawrence amplifies the first theme Bowen raises.
One of the most fundamental misconceptions about
the application of quantitative and systematic
approaches to higher education management is__the
persistent impression that the purpose of these
approaches is to solve problems for management or

He states:

g to make decisions outright. This iv not the case...
management. of higher education is simply too comr
plez a task to be reduced to a set of routinized
nnmerical-procedures. (1977, p. 11)
'T

And, Lawrence admits that he and others involved in the development of such

quantitative techniques may, through their dVerzealousness, encouraged
this misconception.21

He further develops his thought on management in

higher education by saying, in a way that builds bridges to the anthrocentric manageient movement:

...the manager in an institution of higher learning
must continually syntheVize a plan of action from
(1) a world of people, human
two aspects of reality:
values preferences, aspirations, and interpersonal
cs and (2) a world of things, facts, dollars,
resou ces and constraints. The creativity of this
synthesis is the fundamental measure of a higher
...Quantitative
education manager's effectiveness.
approaches are only one of man supports needed by
the higher education manager.'' (1977; pp. 11-12)

4
organizational theory proponents.
22 Lawrence's conclusion is supported by Crowson,% who argues that the

"Rational Model" of decision-making is one of three that are basic to
edu tional planning. (p. 4) The other two models are the "Organizational
The organizational process model
o ass Model" and the "Political Model".
is based on the idea that:
Policies...are a function of...organizational routines, matters of organizational "health", the
norms and values o organizational ac rs, the
programmatit, raper ire.of the organi tion, and
probleis of &gaud tional control. ( . 9)
I;
and that;
...all of these constraints...operate to guida and
c.11)
limit she' alternatives available to policy-makers.
The political m6ael is founded on the-idea that:
Policies which are pursued are a function of the
pulling end hauling, the give-and-take, that is
policy making is *propolitics. Planning
cess of conflict and concensus building. (pp. 15-16
ee below.
'Schmidtlein's.incremental/remedial approach incorporates all

30
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The second this.* introduced by Bowes sheds light on the tendency of

analytical management to require cantralizatiod.

this pointin a backhanded way.
are difficult,

inbt

Schroeder also makes

He states that:

"Comprehemsive systems

impossible, to implement in higher education because

decision-making is colleges and universities is diffuse, decentralized and
political, in nature... ." (p. 102)

I would Srgui that the pressures of

external accountability demands and of analytical management proponents
impels changes in higher education to make the assumption true through
centsalization and all that it entitle.

discussion of Bowen'i first theme recurs:

The central.question raised in
Can what is gained. in the

transformation in the way of, efficiency possible "outweigh" what, ejoet
in terms of values embedded in traditional modes of functioning?
Lawrence has a further glimmer of insight on this point.

In a:con-

ference address he asserted that we must be careful not to undercut

analytical management techniques.

Management concepts and techniques

must,.in his opinion, be compatible with the .purposes of4igher education.
Rourke an8 Brooks echo the point as well:

"..:educational outputscannot

be measured...any attempt to do so is ludicrc6rif not actually

ersive

of the purposes for which academic institutions iist... ." (p.'S)
The Central Criticism:

Allot the techniques within the analytical

framework require the specification of outputs in an oPerathually MIA surable way. Ipiphoat this, the techniques cannot isploy their function
of analyzing relations between inputs and outputs.

The central criticism

..1a_that_the. outputs _of higher_ education. are difficult to define and mea-

sure in quantitative terms Bowen has championed the anti-quantification
pobition.

In 1974 he said:

31

4

:..since efficiency is a ratio of cost to output.

mman*gfulmeasures of efficiency will never be
wholly quantifiable pid will always be partly
.

judgemental, Cp. 19)

Lpwranat a recently addressed thin central criticism:
Perhaps the most visibly limitations concern the
issue of. quantification itself. Beny'higher
aeducation outcomes are simply, not susceptible
(p. 45)
to description in quantitative terms.
*

The comprehansive/prescriptive paradigm, schematized by Schmidtlein,
requires certain assumptions about the decisioil-making context.
1.

2.

The. technical analysis of problems, goals,
and change strategies produces sufficient
undeistanding and agreeeent to permit the
establishment of goals and priorities... .
The area subject to planning is sufficiently
understandable so that crucial causal relationships can be determined, technologies fore
change can be-developed, and outputs can be

identified an measured.
3.

.

The economic, eRcial,.human and information
resources necessary tojesigiatepleient and
evaluate plsns must be available...
.

&

time for Analysis... .of planning must serve
The cons
requiremeits estabpositively
lished by the roles of key actors. (pp. 28-29)
.

5.

In Brock's words:

These assumptions cannot be met.

.

The rational approach to decision-making being
comprehensive, it assumes that all facts are
collected and all the alternatives are con...the problem4solver is forced to
sidered.
be more selective. With rapidly changing
circumstanced had the quantity'rd material...
no one person or group of people can possibly
collect and analSme all the facts, so one is
always deciding and acting upon incomplete
1

.

23Bacehetti notes that as-a result cost-benefit-snalysis in higher
education ii really cost-cost analysis.

-
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information. Also, peoples' value systems prevent them from really seriously considering
all. alternative Galatians... .- Often attitudes
ot earlier actions establish a pattern or precedient which closes out Amy possible solutions

.6

ti

(p. 5)

.

'4-

Y-

Knott highlights that the group of management tools under discussion
here were originally developed for, business and -industry.

Ietorder to

4

betieTe that the techniques are applicable to higher education a trans ferabilley argument is requirid to9the effect that "...an administrative
.sciance is common to all social institutions...

end product managerial processes an

.

That regardless of the

the same." (1975, p. 221)

Be argues

"...different outcomes

that the transferability argument is fallacious:

are not produced by a common technology, and common sense concludes that
in the absence of a common technology, common managerial processes may be:.
absent also." (1975, pp. 221-222)

,

Mervin highlights the central critical theme.
-

-

Noting the utilitarian and positivistic ancestry
of most of the literature on rational decision
making, Friedland concludes that the literature
from this field treats values "solely In terms
of the utility associated with particular out...Ali mocedural notions of value
comes... .
have been excluded."...a universlry doss its
best work by creating am deviroinmemtooducive
to intellectual development and the advancement
of knowledge. An important part of that
environment...is Ups and by'lihom decisions are
'made, (pp. 12 -13)'"

Anthrocentric Menelaus:it Reaffirmed:

TlieinGiG4ntal/remedial pares

"In a

'digm,.outlined by Schaidtlein, does not require' these assumptions.
\sense, it is'a method for coping with high levels of uncertainty and

.10

24FUrther insight can'be gained by noting that it is Benthamite

utilitarianism not J. S. Mill's which is the andletral theory.
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conflict that are not easily so ved by:organized anallsis."
p. 29)

The assumptions of thii paradigm are such different than those of

the comprehensive/prescriptive paradigm.

It, assumes:

+

...an environment which necessitates a continuous, gradualist approach to decisions.
+ that it is difficult to specify the ends or
objectives of public pr
ants and irtually
impossible to separate eons from ends... .

+ it is difficult to predict corequences that
will result from the employment of any particular means... . The connections Watson cause
and effect cannot be unravared by prior analyses.
(pp. 30-31)

The paradigm based on these assumptions possesses certain virtues.
As listed by Schmidtlein these are:
1.

The paradigm assumes that the presence of
conflict over values, problems, goals, change
processes, ideologies, and expeemations.
The
etecision process diffuses and t4iltralizes
'these conflicts and operates on the basis of
mutual accomodations. Focusing attention on
individual actors, rather than on central
planners, creates a sense of the difficulties
of social change and tends to inhibit utopian,
revolutionary aspirations. If decision-making
lliktive uncoordinated process then a
change n leaders is not Completely effective
.

soluti o social ills.

Change is a struc -

tualfand

2.

atioeal process is well.
'
The -paradigm oes not assume that the onature

of a policy area at be understood prior to

3.

decisions. The nature of policy areas is die covered through reactions to decisions and
actions and, therefore, the process is remedial.
Lets information has to be collected and
analyzed centrally If those who initially
possess the knOvledte are also relevant decision makers. There is explicit recognition thatinformation is a resource, subject to exchange LA the
marketplace, and is not freely provided to policy
makers.
The paradigm does not require the centralization
of analytical resources and dpcision power._ Zhequestion of whose goals are to be served is resolved by political bargaining processes, not by
central authority.
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4. The paradigm recognises'llmitations.of time, and
locational perspective placed on analysis. ISCh'

actoris permitted to Isatisfice"...in termeW

5.

thee alpplea set of trade-offs unique to any
Inconsistency ie,pev.
particular circumstance.
sated and controlled through bargaining, thus
providing for conflicting values and experimentr
tions in the face of uncertaintg. The selfinterests and limited perspectives of individuals
as a result of theft locations and roles in the
organisation, bring outighe consequences of choices
and are not solely viewed aj obstacles to change
since consistency is not an overriding requirement.
Accountability is maintained through bargaining
arrangements between individuals.
Central policymakers are not held accountable for ma
s over
which they have no control. The
hed rols'
of central policy-makers reduces the distance
between those who make significant decisions and
those who are affected by them; thus increasing
sensitivity to the problems and desires of all
patties. Freed from the inevitable uniformity of
centrally developed policies, easier and more
responsive accomodations to local circumstances
are possible. Decision - makers possess more
relevant facts and are less likely topriew those
affected by their decision in detached and
abstract term*.
(pp. 32-33)

This passage has been. quoted at length because it reflects a summary

criticism of the analytical management reform movement.

It also seems to

reinforce to position of the advocates of the anthrocentric management
reform movement.

Furthermore it provides a vehicle through which the

theme of embedded values from Peters' can be tied to some aspects of the
human relations movement.

For Schmidtlein's list of virtures exhibits an

approach that has embedded in it a deep commitment to the value of respect
for the human individual.
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